March 2, 2019
Dear Room 6 Parents,
I hope you had a great week! Please see below for some highlights from our class.
●

On Monday and Tuesday we continued to work with our buddies to make equal
groups. We started to connect how these equal groups can help us understand
multiplication. Next week we will continue to dig into multiplication with our buddies.

●

On Tuesday we read about the tallest Lego tower ever built and built some of our
own! Reading about the Lego tower brought up some great opportunities to practice
skip counting, multiplication, and addition. Everyone had a different strategy to
solve the challenges! The Lego tower made in class was impressive as well!

●

Throughout the week, we read Dr. Seuss books in preparation for Thursday’s
awesome field trip to Seussical the Musical! As we read, we talked about the
rhyming and stylistic choices Dr. Seuss used in the books. This tied in well with our
Monarch books this week as well. We noticed that each author had a different style

and rhythm to their writing. I think it is great to talk about the intention and
choices of the authors we read as our class continues to develop as writers!

●

Also on Thursday, we invited other classes to come visit our gallery of automatons.
After two weeks of hard work, we were so excited to share our creations with the
school. Our gallery was, of course, complete with a ribbon cutting ceremony and
tickets!

●

Unfortunately I do not have any pictures from Friday since I was on the couch sick
-- stay healthy everyone! However, I know the class was busy getting back into
reading Hugo and teaching Mr. Chris’s class one of our favorite math card games.

More fun from the week!
We organized all of our Hugo sketches from Part I so we would be ready for the second
half of the book.

Practicing to teach Mr. Chris’s class.

